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Discover the differences
Experience the beauty

Enjoy all the options

AMERICAN MADE CABINETRY

Kountry Wood Products... right at home in your home
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“You don’t have to look far to see the quality. The same features found in high-end 
furniture, mortise and tenon joints and dovetails, are standard in KWP cabinets.”

KITCHENS
Your kitchen is the heart of your home, a place where 

meals are made and hearts are served. Mix beauty, 

functionality, and quality to produce a space you love 

to work in. Solid American craftsmanship means you 

can’t go wrong with Kountry Wood Products. 
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Jamestown in Sandstone
The gentle earthy warmth of Sandstone Maple combined with the 

clean lines of a shaker Jamestown door style provide a soothing 

calm in this simple farmhouse kitchen. Featuring a bright open 

space tempered with subtle browns, this kitchen becomes the 

warm heart of the home.   
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Mission in White
A perfect combination for those who want a clean and 

uncluttered home, slab door Mission style cabinets in 

White blend modern flare and the clean natural feel of 

minimalism in this simple yet stylish kitchen.   
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Harmony in Lava
Combining class with affordability, rich cherry wood with Lava 

stain graces this simple kitchen featuring Harmony doors. The wide 

open floor plan combines large amounts of work and storage space 

without feeling secluded from the rest of the house and makes 

serving meals to the attached dining room a breeze. 
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Williamsburg in Slate
A step above the rest in modern elegance, this unique kitchen 

brings class and value to a modern American home with the 

medium grays of Slate and the gentle curves and lines of 

Williamsburg. The distinctive island combines style and usability 

while not infringing on the open feel of the room.  
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Rentown in Farmhouse Blue
A refined shaker door style, Rentown enriched with Farmhouse Blue 

creates a transitional modern kitchen that doesn’t disappoint! A 

wine rack and stemware holder bring additional functionality, while 

open shelves provide decorating options and glass doors add a 

touch of style.
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Youngstown in Pearl
Simplicity, utility and honesty, the guiding principles of shaker style, 

are tastefully updated in Youngstown. The decorative inside profile 

elevates the clean-lined look, and it stuns in this Pearl modern 

farmhouse kitchen. Glass doors reveal a matching interior upgrade 

and decorative bar brackets enhance the island.
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Georgetown in White
Keep your kitchen open without cutting your options with the 

goes-with-everything combination of a clean modern White and 

a traditional shaker Georgetown door. Subtle yellows and dark 

contrasts make the White finish stand out and the matching crown 

completes the classic Shaker look. 
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Vanderburgh in Limestone
Modern elegance couldn’t be easier than with Vanderburgh doors 

and a Limestone finish, featured here in a lovely kitchen with glass 

doors on the upper cabinets. The large Auburn maple island gives 

plenty of working space while adding life and contrast. 
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Classic in Driftwood
Elegance, class and character have stood the test of time and all 

flourish in this distinctive kitchen with Classic doors while the rich 

character of oak is tastefully presented with the Driftwood finish. 

Featuring wrap around storage in its two level island, plus coffee 

and wine bars with glass doors for sophistication and style.
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“Your home reflects you, so don’t settle for less than the quality, versatility, durability 
and value of Kountry Wood Products. Beautiful. Functional. Built to last.”

All the features you want , whether your space is 

generous or limited, fit together to let you create the 

atmosphere you desire in your next bathroom project . 

Our cabinetry is crafted of quality materials and 

finishes with the finest attention to details that will 

make your bathroom beautiful.

BATHS
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Furniture Vanities
New upgrades to our line of furniture vanities take these pleasing 

bathroom assets to a whole new level and they pair wonderfully 

with Kountry Wood Products’ mirrors. Whether the elegance of 

Vanderburgh or the traditional feel of Georgetown, these bathrooms, 

show that beauty does not have to be complex. 
Georgetown in Limestone

Wide Shaker Mirror in Lava

Vanderburgh in White
Standard Mirror in White
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Jamestown in White

Traditional Vanities
The extensive options for bathroom vanities allow you to make 

the design you want. For small spaces or wide open rooms, all the 

options are here for your traditional bath or powder room. 

Rentown in Farmhouse Blue

Youngstown in White
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“We understand the many things you want to do in your laundry and mud rooms. Our cabinets 
were designed with the quality to be used throughout the house and that includes ever expanding 

work and wash areas.”
Laundry rooms have become so much more than just 

a place to wash clothes. With a fine set of cabinetry, 

you can make the best use of your space to meet 

those additional needs. Match it with your kitchen, or 

go complimentary with a different finish or style, but 

don’t hold yourself back - go beautiful, go Kountry! 

LAUNDRIES
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Jamestown in Lava
A farmhouse sink, open shelves, and matching cherry crown 

complete this uncomplicated yet captivating laundry room 

featuring cherry Jamestown doors with a Lava finish. 
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Youngstown in White
This combined mud and wash room has it all - style, simplicity, 

convenience. Strong browns contrast with the White modern shaker 

Youngstown cabinets to create an affordable laundry that will not 

let you down. Floating shelves add decoration and interest while the 

open bench provides ample storage.  
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“The applications are endless. Kountry Wood Products’ cabinetry is not just for the main areas, 
but for all areas in your home. It doesn’t matter what your need is, affordable quality cabinets are 

ready for your project.”
In a family room, media room, study, or home office, 

our cabinets give you a finished, architecturally 

designed look in less time and at a fraction of the cost 

of custom cabinetry. With so many combinations of 

cabinets possible, you can outfit almost any space for 

maximum beauty and usability.

LIVING
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Around the Home
File cabinets with matching trim and paneling in 

a traditional office, book shelves in a transitional 

great room, and a school desk with organizers in  

a modern bedroom show the many possibilities 

from Kountry Wood Products .
Jamestown in WhiteWilliamsburg in Lava

Jamestown in Lava
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“Stock does not mean no options. When combined with organization upgrades and 
matching trim styles, we have the quality, features, and options you need.”  Cabinets are not just a secondary feature. At the 

center of both the look and function of a room, 

physical beauty and organizational usability must be 

combined in the cabinets you choose. You will find 

these in our style and color options, organizational 

features, and convenience upgrades. 

OPTIONS
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Harmony Mission† Georgetown Youngstown Vanderburgh

Classic‡ Jamestown‡ Rentown‡ Williamsburg‡

Door Styles and Finishes
An expanded variety of rich wood tones and popular door styles will enhance any of today’s new kitchen designs.

†Shown in Standard Overlay. 

Full Overlay Available. 
‡Shown with Optional 5-Piece 

Drawer Front

Painted Finishes

Maple Finishes

Oak Finishes Cherry Finish

Farmhouse Blue

Auburn

Natural

Fairfield

Limestone

Autumn

Onyx

Kountry

Pearl

Cinnamon

Slate

Driftwood

White
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Sandstone
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Decorative End Panel Super Susan

Matching Interior

Roll Out Shelves

Wine Wall Cabinet
w/Wine Stem Holder

Plate Rack Wall Cabinet

Base Pull Out Spice Rack Farmhouse Sink Base CabinetEasy Reach Cabinet

Glass Doors with Mullions All Wood Drawer Box w/Dovetail 
& Full Extension Soft Close

Bar Bracket

Kitchen Options, Accessories, and Features
Usability features with quality and style upgrades abound and are waiting to be used in your next project. Decorative end 

panels, roll out drawers, matching interiors, glass doors, all wood construction and soft close door and drawer 

upgrades are just a sampling of what you can do with your kitchen, bathroom, laundry or other projects. The affordable 

quality of our American made cabinets will let you go beyond what you dreamed possible. Thank you for choosing Kountry 

Wood Products!
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YOUR FUTURE
AS CLOSE TO PERFECTION AS NATURE WILL ALLOW. YOUR CHOICE TODAY WILL BENEFIT YOUR TOMORROW.

YOUR CABINETS
At Kountry Wood Products we take our commitment to the environment very seriously. That ’s why 

our certification from the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA) for our environmental 

stewardship is so important to us. That certification assures you that we are fulfilling our role in 

providing you with sustainable cabinetry products. KCMA’s Environmental Stewardship Program goes 

beyond the basics of raw material sourcing and management to set manufacturing and recycling 

standards that help sustain clean air, water and land. For all of us.
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